

_______________ too 52 weeks of personal growth.
(Spiritually, Physically & Emotionally)
Epilogue: Joseph and Mary










Trip to Bethlehem ______ days
Birth of Jesus stay in Bethlehem ______ years
Flee to Egypt across desert _________ miles
Say in Egypt _______ years
Return to Nazareth across desert _________ miles
___________ trips to Jerusalem
Joseph __________ before Jesus starts his ministry
Mary lives to ___________ age
The Unexpecrted Happens—Often
Matthew 2.13-23
Additional Notes:

Distraction, Detours &
DOH! Didn’t see that one coming
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The distance they had to travel was over ____ miles.
Here is where we need to do a _________________
______________.
Matthew 2.11 the wisemen (Magi) “opened their
treasures and presented him with gifts of gold and
of incense and of myrrh.”
Gold = __________ Incense = _________
Myrrh = _________
These could be _______ and allow for basic _______
in another country. Jehovah Jireh Genesis 22.14
____________ 3 D’s Distractions, Detours, D’oh! I
didn’t see that one coming.
____________ 5 D’s we talked about: Death,
Disease, Debt, Discouragement, Doubt
Believers need to know and trust the God who is
____________ ____________ Genesis 22.14
1

God will provide is not an ____________ to do
____________ .
 Abraham gathered the wood, took the journey,
showed his faith and then ____________
____________ the ____________ .


toward a successful you in over the year.
______ ___________ to succeed versa ________ and
if you flub up you are not done for the year.
 What’s The _________________ Day?


The ____________ BUTTON Solution

New Year’s Resolutions __________ RATE
________ million make New Year’s Resolutions
every year mostly focusing on their health.
 By ____________ ____________ (February 2) it is
estimated only 8% are still on track.
 They have set themselves up to fail. Remember life
is full of the Minor and Major D’s, and I bet at least
______ of them has it’s eyes on you for sometime in
the not to distant future.
 What about a _________ _______ of Attack for 2019

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑



Sunday Solutions for a Monday ________










In studies people see ___________ as the _________
day to get a fresh, Healthy start or Restart.
Now there are ________ Monday’s in each year
New Years Resolutions are often one ____________
__________ across a divide that is too large and will
have you smacking face first into _______________
_______ hoping Next Year will be better.
But what if Each of the ________ Mondays became
a small step toward a larger goal. This means _____
separate opportunities to succeed.
Here is the KEY. If you slip up you can hit the
___________ ___________ and start again the next
Monday.
_____ ________ New Years here Resolutions or
Goals become small enough to succeed but build
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Set ___________ Goals
Break it Down into ___________
Make a ___________ Plan
Share it with ___________
Hit the ___________ ___________ ___________
if you lapse

Sunday Solutions Getting Ready
___________ is the ___________ ___________ day
with a drop throughout the week till ___________
when the ___________ begins.
 Sunday is the ___________ day of the new week. It
is a day of HOPE as we gather to celebrate the
___________ of Jesus and His victory for our lives.
 If you can be more ___________ at the ___________
of the week then you can be ___________ at the
___________ of the week.


Sunday Solutions ____________Style
_______________ with Friends and Fellow Believers
Each Sunday as your FIRST goal for a successful
and happy week.
 _______________ yourself to apply the message to
your life in the upcoming week so it sticks.
 _______________ the 3 Weekly Recommendations in
January as possibilities to help you focus on
success daily. (Spiritually, Physically & Emotionally)
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